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Student Leaders
Sue for Rights
The fiscal woes over the question of
misuse and control of student fees
plaguing the City University system
in recent years has finally spread to
Bronx Community College where
Student Government leaders Robert
Ramirez and Apolinar Trinidad , last
Spring, served President, Dr . Roscoe
C. Brown and the Bronx Community
College Association, Inc .* with an
injunction to show cause for violations
of students' rights .
The alleged violations of student
rights were perpetuated by the guidelines of the proposed fiscal practices
by-laws which direct authority of the
Finance Screening Committee, composed of 4 students and 4 facultyadministrators, to review Student
organization budget requests and
make recommendations to the full
board, B.C.C . Assoc . Inc., for final
approval. The monies to support these
requests come from the student activity fee paid by every registered
student. Last year the fees totaled
over $500,000. The student government leaders argue that proposed
fiscal practices by-laws usurped their
right to that responsibility and the
Finance Committee excludes input of
the six remaining members of the
Student Government Board.
STUDENTS' DEFENSE
Ramirez stated that: "In previous
years the preliminary review was
done by a ten member Student
Government Board . There is also
written proof of our argument in the
past B.C.C . Inc . 'minutes' ." The
minutes read : Bronx Community
College Assoc ., Inc . Meeting. November 16, 1978. headed Allocations
Screening Committee, Item A, and
states : Motion made and approved

for the 12 student members of the
Interim Student Board to serve as
members of an Allocation Screening
Committee. Unanimously approved.
"As we see it, the establishment of the
twelve member Interim Board to
handle the screening responsibility,
has now become our job. Based on
legal interpretation by our Ia wyers of
the B.H .E. By-law 15.10 C. we are correct on the issue."
The B.H.E . By-laws state: Student
Government activity fees shall be
allocated by the duly elected student
government or each student government where more than one duly
elected student government exists,
for its own use and for the use of the
student organizations, as specified in
I5.2 of these by-laws, provided however, that the allocation is based on a
budget approved by the duly approved elected student government
after notice and hearing.
Research of B.H.E. By-laws, Article 15.0 and the interpretation by
B.H.E . Vice-Chancellor of Legal
Affairs, Mary P. Bass, and a
memorandum from University
Student Senate President, Ed
Roberts, weaves a maze of possibilities to disburse student fees . In some
colleges the fees are divided into student government fees and student
activity fees and fees earmarked for
special activities. In colleges where
no clear distinction is made, all fees
are essentially student government
activity fees. the memorandum
stated .
The by-laws go on to say (section
15.10A), Student activity fees including StudentGovernment fees, are allocated by an approved college association . In section 15.10C. Student Activ Continued on Page 2

J.O. Killens talks to reporter from Big Red news staff at Student Center
Press c'onference

].0. Killens is BBC's
Writer-in-Residence
by LEISA JONES
Famous black novelist and
playwright John 0 . Killens has been
commissioned as a writer-inresidence at Bronx Community
College . Mr . Killens instructs a creative writing workshop each Thursday
afternoon and evening . The workshops have been offered on a credit or
non-credit basis . The composition of
the class consists of students. faculty
and community residents . Members
of the renowned Harlem Writers
Guild of which Killens is one of the
founders also participate . The workshops are geared to involve all phases
of creative writing. Students get
involved in writing and reciting plays,
short stories. poems. prose. and
novels, fiction and non -fiction .
Students of the workshop are in
constant acclamation of Mr . Killens
warm fluid-like way of using words,
and his exceptionally keen insight
that comes through in his writing and
criticalfeed back . "He seems to make
the characters of his writings come

alive on the pages ," one student
expressed .
Mr . Ki .' lens came to us after seven
years of ;)eing writer-in-residence at
Howard University. Between his
steady flow of requests to make
personal appearances and being
honored at special tributes. Mr.
Killens is writing a powerful and
deeply penetrating book on the life of
the Russian national hero. Alexander
Pushkin , the famous black, AfroRussian writer of the 17th century.
The book is titled "Great Black
Russian ."
On October I. 1978 Mr. Killens was,
again. the central figure at a tribute
in honor of his great contributions of
Black writings . The tribute was held
in McMillan Hall at Columbia
University .
For an inside look at the man John
0. Killens and the forces that moved
him to greatness. read staff writer
Leisa Jones ' live interview with Mr .
Killens on page 9.

Vandals and Burglars Have Summer Fun
by DAVID GOODING
were a half-dozen currently used
Ah, Summer' Everyone 's out of Biology 11 and 12 textbooks which
school. It's a pleasant time: a time for according to sources. were sold back
great vacations. for beaches. cook - to the bookstore . Bookstore
outs, paddle-ball. g-strings and ... a employees say they have no way of
rash of burglaries and vandalism on knowing and deny having any connection to the incident.
the B.C.C.C. campus.
But the real tragedy of the Summer
The G.S.C. Cafeteria was the first
area struck sometime in August. break-ins were the Electronics
six newly
resulting in looted and damaged Laboratory thefts cigarette and candy machines . Later purchased oscilloscopes worth $3,000
that same month, a pair of cash each were seized along with altnost a
registers . a meat slicer and a case of dozen voltmeters , various generators,
seven heat kit meters plus a wide and
champagne were stolen.
The door frame to the storage room . varied assortment of desperately
had been pried from the wall and needed tools - an estimated value in
opened jars of olives and pickles were excess of $80,000 . The stock was stolen
found scattered on the floor . Two- from rooms 105 and B3 in the Gould
thirds of the holy trio responsible Tech Building.
More equipment is expected in
were apprehended by officers of
the 46th precinct and campus security following weeks but as electrical
while walking down Burnside Avenue engineering student John McLyment
carrying the cash registers and meat puts it, "It's really a heartbreak the stolen equipment primarily used
slicer.
As if that weren't enough, the by graduating students was
Biology Lab. (room 101) in the necessary to prepare them to be sucHavermayer Annex was broken into cessful in the trade. As a result,
during the first day of classes. Stolen classes are slowed down and who

knows what can happen now?"
Since the equipment was
considerably light, it's bulky size and
quantity of items taken lead students.
faculty. and security to speculate the
equipment was stolen sporadically
and with the use of a van .
" Of the $80,000 in stolen equipment,
only $30 ,000 worth (less than half) .
could possibly be replaced via donations from Tekstronic Electronics
Company and other city universities.
We had the most modern up to date
material available." elaborated Chief
Lab Technician. Joe Bossone.
Apparently, whoever was
responsible for the thefts not only had
a working knowledge of the lab and
equipment but had the right keys and
the right tools leading people to
believe this ' 'was an inside job.''
According to another Electric
Technology student, Charles Clark,
the attitude of the other students is
one of anticipation and bewilderment.
"How will we be able to complete our
work? Classes are already behind.
Though the $80,000 worth of equip-

ment sounds like a lot. it really wasn't
enough and now we have even less to
work with- it's really hard."
Mr . Bossone added sadly, "The
additional problem is. so much was
stolen, we still don't know what else is
gone and won't know until it's time to
use it."
Pointing to a room full of students
bent over open notebooks, schematics
and electronic kits in varying degrees
of completion, he added. '' Everyone
of these guys is a really dedicated
student and it's a shame they're the
one's to suffer because of someone's
selfishness. This unfortunately is
going to hold up their work.''
On a slightly more humorous side, a
thousand pound mechanical hole
puncher was "sneaked out" of the
Physics Dept. during the '78 Spring
Semester and around the same time,
an "immovable" piano was found
lying down in the dark recesses of a
stairwell - only two flights down
from the auditorium where it
belonged.
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Student Education Competition

~
National Student tion handbooks or guides for
::>J; P..u c.a~ i o n a l F u n d . i s . wQmen reentering college.
~ sponsoring, for · the . second ·· Materials must have been
E year, the Better Information · produced during the 1977-78
8 Project: Prizes in Education or1978-79 academic years .
Each of the 12 winners will
(BIPPIE i. a national competition . lo . eAtourage : 'and win a trip to Washington, D.C.
recognize original student at which time the prize
produced informational money will be awarded at a
materials.
national Information
$500 awards will be given to Celebration.
each of the 12 best entries.
Application packets are
Winners will then give tbeir available from the National
award money to the student Student Educational Fund,
organization or project of 2000 P Street, NW, Suite 325,
their choice.
Washington, D.C. 20036.
Individual students and
-Over 330 students entered
student organizations are the 1977-78 BIPPIE contest.
eligible to enter the compe- Information from last year's
tition. All materials may be in competition is currently
any media and must be aimed being compiled into a Project
at improving the information Research Report, and will be
available to students available in late 1978.
concerning campus proThe competition is
grams, opportunities and supported by a grant from the
experiences, such as orienta- Department of Health,
c-i

The

Health Service

Education and Welfare's
Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education. To
Karen Merrigan RN in charge of the health station in
date, the Chronicle of Higher
Education, the International · Loew Hall wishes to remind us·all that "too often we pass by
Study Travel Center, and the ·the health station with minor br.uises that develop into real
problems."
Student Loan Marketing
Nurse Merrigan would like to encourage all students-staff
Association have also
faculty and administrator to give more attention to their
contributed to the project.
physical well-being .
The College Entrance
Although the health station is for the most part a first aid
Examination Board has
station the nurse is qualified to diagnose a condition and
donated funds toward the
refer a person to an agency where proper service can be
project's evaluation
obtained.
activities.
One such incident was a student who .came to the health
The competition is
station
for an irritation in his lower stomach. Discussion
sponsored by the National
with
the
nurse revealed the student had seen a doctor for
Student Educational Fund, a
possible VD. The doctor visually diagnosed the condition
national non:profit group
and dismissed it.
engaged in research.
Nurse Merrigan realizing that private doctors don't
information services and
always have proper testing equipment referred the student
training activities from a
to the Public Health Center where it wasdetermined that
student perspective.
VD was in his system.
FOR FURTHER
Another asset in the Health Station is the wealth of
INFORMATION:
information
that Nurse Merrigan gives out to help students
Anne Field (202) 785-1856
resolve many personal problems like consumer advice.
different public services and a bunk to lay down if the strain
gets to be too much .
I

Theatre ,Workshop Presents
You Can't Take It With You

You Can't Take It With You

You Can't Take It With You

You Can't Take It With You

YOu CaA'tTake It With You
BEGINNING

NOVEMBER 17

tickets soon to be on sale in Student Center Lobby

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
presents a

HALL.OWEEN COSTUME
HAPPENING
featuring ~ive

HOTFUNN
"Freak to their Beat''

"Ayudame San Antonio"

THE SENSUOUS DISCO SOUNDS
OF B.C.C. D.J. PETE
BEST COSTUMES
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 9PM-3AM
$50 1st
COMMUNITY HALL CAFETERIA
NO SNEAKERS- NO JEANS!!!!
$3.00/Students in advance
$25 2nd
FOOD AND DRINKS INCLUDED WITH ADMISSION
STUDENTS ALLOWED 2 TICKETS AT DISCOUNT PRICE

•'

•

.

I

$10 3rd

'

Health Happening Returns
In spite of the financial axes cutting both people and programs everywhere, the Department of Health and Physical .
Education has decided . "Their show must go on."
Their show is the health happening, returning forthe fifth
consecutive year on Nov£-mber 9, from 10 :00 a.m.
According to Professor Ann Keleman, Coordinator,
"many health related programs and health tests will be
available during the day at the Alumni Gym , Loew Hall and
in mobiles surroundings the two areas."
Included will be a foot exam, crime prevention discussion, dental screening and cleansing, hearing, noise
tolerance and vision testing, pelvic and breast examinations, blood pressure test. life fitness test, a women's health
series and 3 mobile Medical Units .
A variety of agencies · and college ·departments are
expected to participate and everyone is welcome.
See posters set up around campus for time and location
schedules.

Math. Laboratory Module Exams
The schedule of module examinations for students studying independently is given below .

Date

Time

Room

Nov. 9

12 :00
6:00

BH228
BH228

Dec. 7

12:00
6:00

BH228
BH228

Math Lab
Mathematics Laboratory Is Open
Tuesday-Thursday 9:00-l:OOp .m.
2:00-8:30 p.m.
Monday & Friday

CHARRANGA AMERICA

$4.00/Students entranc·e
$5.00 I Non-Students

Use Your Campus

9:00-1:00 p.m.
2:00-5:00 p.m.

Room 3.20
~

. .

'!

How to Study Wotkshops
Workshops to help you with your studies
Loew Hall430 on Thursdays as follows :
Textbook Studying
October 19
Skimming and Note Taking
October26
Outlining
November9
Test Taking
December 14

are scheduled in

12 :'30-2 :00 p.m.
6:00-7 :00p.m.
12:30-2:00p.m.
12:30-2:00 p.m.

.t he
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Pres.

Propose~

Reorganization

.
job security ,nor was there any faculty
with the intelligence, but somehow participation · in the· planning.
, they aren't giving the stu'deitts ·
Previously ·faculty voted to decide
they deserve." Documented informa- department structures. The
.tion - indicates. :this · proposal woutd · reorg~Jnized departments could also
-allegedly save $30,000 ·and -would damage . student morale and the
stabilize the- administrative unitsl · , ; . qu~ljty oh4ucation. .
Faeuky View•
·
A commen~ from one faculty
· · Many .faculty' are concemed with · member in response to the question of
the · lack of protection President whether or not tenured faculty might
Brown demonstrated in the area of · lose job slots in the reorganization
·
structure was that, "The question is
• H
F ree Swon ours
an important one that must be
Monday
H p.m. answered, however. it's a little early
Tuesday ··
4-6 p.m. for me to · make judgment or public
Thursday
12-2 p:m. comment."
Friday
4-6 p.m.
Another faculty member's response
(& 6-9 p.m. Family·S wim) was. "The proposed reorganization
. 12:30-3:30 p.m. would benefit the school if a familar
Saturday
(Family Swim) teacher taught the subject he or she
Free Gym Hours
had formally taught. Also, it would
12-2 p.m. create more flexibility for both the
Thursday
6-9p.m.
Friday
12 :3G-3: 30 p.m.
Saturday
Continued from Psge 2

aU ·

teachers ·and the students and would
hopefully produce better
communicatibn between the two.''
The s~ggestions for departmental
reorganization include:
P-------------------------~ ~(I)
. Combining .the Departments of
If you w~nt the right publi- ~
Business and Commerce a.nd. Secre- ·
.c/ty
for your · bt.Jsiness ·. -~
tarial Studies ; Chemistry and Biol.come
·to
tne
oo
ogy; Engineering Science. Engineer- ·
ing Technologies and Physics ; Social
Sciences. History and education~l
courses now taught in Special. Educa~
COMMUNICATOR..
tiona I services; Music and Art. Physical Education and the drama, teleOur office is in Gould
vision and film courses now taught in
Student Center on the
Communications ; English and ModBronx Commv,nity College
ern Languages; Nursing and the
Campus.
·
health courses will be taught in
Health and Physical Education.
A department responsible · for
Robm 306
remedial instruction would comprise
181st University Ave.
members of the present departments
Bronx , N.Y. 10453
of Special Educational Services.
Communications, and about 10 from
English. on a rotating annual basis.
. Mathemtaics· would not be comPhone 367-7300
bined with any other department.
ext 294 or 367-7301
~

Tennis Courts and Ohio Field track
are available when not being used by ·
classes and varsity teams.
New Rules
1. All students and faculty using the
Gymnasium and'Pool are reminded to carry current validated ID's.
Anyone who does not show the card
upon a li!gitimate request· will be
asked to leave the facilities.
2. During the Family Swim program,
one student. one adult friend, and
be permitted .to
children
participate in swim suits.

will

Fr·u~ory.m
SIDDHAMEDITATION
Sunday October 22 2-4 P .M.
at

MUKTANANDA MEPITATION CENTER
( I'> BLOCK

FROM BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE)

2207 UniversitY Avenue ·

Bronx. N.Y. l,o4,53. ·· ·

Please call lor Information & reservations

Telephone: (212) 298-8302

..--PIANO INSTRUCTION-·- Ruth Fromowitz Luchonck · .
Teacher of Piano Theory
and Harmony ·,
Call: 367:S739
Located Near the B . C.C~ Campus

The largest selection
of hard aluminum
MEASUIIING TOOLS
111 .1111 cllllryl

......
STRAIGHT EDGES/T·SQUARES
METRIC RULES/l-SQUARES
CENTERING RULES
TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS
INKING RULES
.
and many others . . . .

JOSliN'S IIA110IIL COLLEGE
WEEK. OCTOBER 16-21.
If this is the year you want- to
st~rt. wearing

(I)

The committee to review the pro- :!
posal for departmental reorganization will be holding open bearings in 0
the near future.
·
~

your college ring,
this IS the beSt week to buy it.
After all, a college ring may
be forever and ever, but ten
bucks-that's for right now.
So be here for the third
-annual Josten's National College
Ring Week and $10 Discount,
• starting Monday, October 16 and
running throu~h Saturday,
October21.
·
·
The $10 discount applies to your
school's entire sele<;tion of Josten's

College Rings, the only ring with
Josten's Full Lifetime Warranty.
And besides saving $10,
you get these deluxe features
induded in the standard
Josten's ring price-no extra
cost! Choose: White or
Yellow Gold • Sunburst Stone
·
or Birthstone • ·Full Name
Engraving or Facsimile
• Even Encrusting, where
ring design allows • No extra charge.
If you're going to do it, do it now.
At the bookstore.

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

-~
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WresJling Team Gets
New Coach
byPETERBELTREZ&

O

SHERRIESMEYERS
The men's department may be
outnumbered, but they refuse to be
~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - shut ouL Carrying th~ mantle of
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representation is the steady tiding
and serious-minded personage of Jim
Hill, recently selected as the new
wrestling coach at B.C.C.
"I was chosen because of my backgroundandexperienceinwrestling ...
These words triumphantly stated are
an indication of the zeal a~d
assertiveness- that reflect Coach Hill's
background and outlook for the
future.
A former regional champ from 1956
to 1958, Coach Hill has been wrestling
for the last 23 years, earning his title
as North-eastern District Champ in
1972. He was previously assistant
coach under Prof. Michael Steuerman, now Dean of Students.
Along with experience, Coach Hill
brings with hiin · new ideas for his
team. "I want to build the best team
in the college system, then bring the
college standards up to-' Olympic
regulations."
With the addition of five new
grapplers: Robert Rollins, Dwayne
Hammonds, Courtney Craig, Ronald
Mes'sina and Big Jeff, and the return
of Louis Sol~r. Ozzie Ochea and Averil
Rance, Coach Hill feels "this year is
going to be tough, but with plenty of
practice, we'll be (lble to .face it!"
In every sense of the technical sport

_
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-_
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by ROSA NICHOLS
Brqnx Community College as many brand quality yields half the success
Coach Jim Hill wants wrestling team
of us know, has. been swept with of her past coaching .. performances in
u.p
to Olympic standards. He also
.changes for much·of the past year. As tennis and basketball, we can expect
wants
more wrestlers.
the horizon becomes - congest~d with to see some blazing competition from
the prospect of even more changes the the rookie, 'fascinating seven.'
that wrestling is, Jim fits the bill for
The lucky ladies are Mildred Vales,
athletic department is clearly making
the
job; When he's not in the Math Lab
it known they will not be left out. The · Ana Hernandez, Jackie Germany,
pushing
students to catch minute, but
new school year is booming into Debbie Epps, Pamela Rica, Dorian
extremely
important details·, like
action with revisions in 'nearly every Waring and Maria Munez. It's nice to
minus
signs
and
making clear distincmajor area of women's sports and a see some changes that have so much
Z
and
2, he is in the gym
tions
between
·fresh shotin the arm for men's sports. potential for joy. _
driUing
his
squad
on
the detriments of
The women, it appears as in many of _
in
body
movement, or
the
wrong
shift
life's games, have out-numbered the BASKETEEitE1TES ·
guarding against instant, eye-blinkguys again.
ADD TIIEIIt TOUCH
ing, that, at tlie wrong moment could
Volleyball CQach Genova opened the
The Volleyball team mixed the
lose a fall or even a match.
.
season's · practice with only one . ingredients. the Tennis Team baked
look
-of
things,
along
with
From
the
returning :player fr.o·m last year's ball- '· the cake and the Basketball Team .put
a change of towels, airing-out ··the
bangers. The.single'hold-oveds.Linda the ·icing on by debuting- a top-notch
locker room and. throwing a way old
Cautillo, a talented 'and dedicated coach for the lady hoopsters.
Ace bandages, the coming days of
Three seasoned sharpshooters from
player who wiU·be out·then~ punching,
throws, pins, headlocks and · groans,
whatever the odds. The fresh crop of B.C. C.'s Basketball. elite·; last year's
should pitch a.c.c. into the archives
players who Coach;~~ Genova · -~ay_s contenders for the National Junior
of college wrestliJ!g.
"really look Pt:9J.Pis in~." are Yyonne Cqllege -Championship, Simone .DanMoore, Yvette Talton; Mercedes J~od- - iels, Yvonne Moore and Marlin Waller
rigU~Z , ~~yra Jaquez, an,d :~OSe;
rolled QU~ · the gr~¢n )lt\d gO)d carpet
mar1e Wtlhams. Coach GenQv~ .tee1s :, Jor .new 'Coach Toni Miller.
· .'
certain that her squad will .be out _ Ms. Miller comes· io B.C.C. from
· there with the other·contenders'--vying Springfield, Massachusetts With a
for the regional championship.
Basketball ·and Volleyball reputation
···:··
that establishes her as one of the most
THE.SWATSQUAD
. outstanding players in the East.
If the chemistry of three seasoned
Tennis coach Michelle Stern-Jacobs
went one step further. Her squa'd con- ' players, sparking a host of freshly
sists of' an entirely new gro~p of iired new-comers;·mixes the correct by DAVID ORTIZ
players. If good old lucky nu'mber dosA:fge with_a 'top ranked coa·ch at the
. The women's Volleyball team has
seven (which is the total nu,tlber of proper heat range, we're going to see ·started
'to live up to the quality of play
team members) is still working its an eruption that could take "our lady expected by Coach D. Genova. It
- magic and Coach Stern-Jacobs' fire- ball-handlers right back to the top.
started .out by_ grabbing third place
I'
honors in the New York State
Women's Volleyball Invitational
Competition.
Added to that bit of pre-season
glory, three team members walked
~off with outstanding player awards.
Mercedes Rodriguez, Rosemarie Williams and Mayra Jacquez received
gold engraved placques.
B.C.C.'s eraser Yvette Talton rises
Up to now, in season. play, the ball- up to spike a bot shot back at Sullivan
-banging ladies have victoriously squad for a point.
smashed Manhattan Community College and Ulster Community College.
Dutchess County Community College Mayra Jaquez and Dina Arguinzoni to
and Hostos Community College tie the score at 7 all, and went ahead
changed their luch beating the B.C.C. · temp~rarily a 8-7.
"Angels."
Sullivan· then reb01.~nded and took a
Breathing fire and high spirited the commanding 14-10 lead and it seemed
woman's' volleyball team bounced like they were on their way to victory.
With the crowd, which by now had
back from their loss and won their
inflated with the addition of the
match
of
the
season
with
a
third
SWAT squad member tears at the pill in·warm-up lor coming match. ·Wbo ·
rous,fng defeat of the Sullivan County Basketball team who had just finished
with? Good question.
Community College by scores of 15-6, their practice, ranting and raving at
JYJ:
'
TT
16-4, 11-15, and 15-10, in their best-of- the top of their lungs, BCC came
five match game in front of a roaring back to tie it at 14 and won the
game 16-14.
boisterous Alumni Gym crowd.
In .r~sponse to numerous requests has won our Turkey Trot for . two
The team started the match with a
In the third match, Sullivan won it
the •Department of Health and years in a row, Gloria placed third frenzy that totally shook the ner~es of by a score of 15-11 to bring the match
Physical Education ,is sponsoring ·a · last year. J : Juechter, a runner with 5 the visitors and enabled the BCC · score to 2 games to on~.
Women's 'Running Cl'inic on years experience, has been running women to annihilate them 15-6. The
Yvonne Moore and Mayra Jaquez
Thursday, October 26 'from 12:00 p.m: the ''mini-marathon" events which attack was · led by Mercedes led the team to the deciding fourth
to 1:00 p.m. on Ohio Field. It you are a are 6.2 miles.
Rodriquez, .who served most of the match victory with a score of 15-10, to
The clinic sessi~n will include. game's points, and co-captains Linda win the match game 3 games to one.
beginner, this may be die opportunity
.
warm-up exercises, ~ing strategy, Cautillo and Rose-Marie Williams
you,need.
The team now travels to Nassau
The three experienced runners who an orientation to the facility and . who Pllilyed impeccable defense.
and Westchester county community's
·~t• I,,.,,..., w.ilt .~~ad,' 'tl!-~ session are .· students, running .during ~at· ti'me ' fra·me. i ' "'Sullivah·ICC .began gani~ 'twb with to face these two perennial volleyball
· · "· · Ela ln·e- More.land a-nd G Ioria Please bring your sneakers and revenge on their minds and proceeded powerhouses. The team plays all their
Marti~ez, and · :faculty member, J. ·-- running clothes to the session o·n Ohio to outscor-e our "Angels" 8-2 . .Then, ·home games·a.t Alumni Gym and they ·
J euchter.- Elaine is often seen around Field.
·
with a sudden burst of ac:Jrenalin, BBC invite all the students to come root
campus 'doins'
her
\dally
work!)u~ an~
caupt
fire behind the serves of them to victQry.
.
.·
..
1

'volleyball "Angels" .Are
Real CompetitOrs

. cl·.
. Losen vp·
women s R unnzng
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Pres. Proposes Reorganization of Departments
00

"m

;::- by VALERIE COSERI
.._
During the summer. President
~ Roscoe C. Brown. Jr .. proposed a
2u reorganization of the various curri0 cular departments . reducing the
original eighteen branches to a
possible nine.
President Brown has appointed a
committee to evaluate the proposal .
consisting of Dean Polowczyk, chairperson. three persons from the budget
committee and two persons from the
faculty senate . The committee would
discuss the possibility of increased
faculty involvement and the

,_

...

,

Prof. Howard Harris.
about disipline integrity.

. 'W
concerned

reorganization would be a process
that all faculty members should
~eriously consider. The committee
will evaluate the proposal and present
a report to President Brown by
December 1st, who in turn plans to
have his proposal completed and
presented to the Board of Higher
Education by mid-January .· If
accepted, slight changes in the
departments will start to occur during
the spring semester of 1979, and the
complete program should be in effect
by the fall semester.
This move would combine similar
educational functions, produce
manageable units of about the same
size, maximize the ability for the
department to personalize its
instruction and reduce the amount of
administrative release time. In effect
this would result in a reduction and
reassigning of departmental heads
placing them under one head of a
certain amount of regrouped subjects, supposedly increasing
efficiency.
Effect on Students
The observation of a faculty spokesman was. "the reorganization might
decrease the overall worth of the
students degree because their
transferable c; edits may not be

Sue for Rights
Continued from Page 1
ity fee s will be allocated by Student
Government for the use of itself and
student organization s. How e ver .
there are no specifics concerning Ad
Hoc committees or fiscal practice byJaws . At best. this matter ;s left to the
respective college.
FURTHER VIOLATIONS
According to the students and their
lawyer's memo. Mr. Bruce Reshen.
Ass't Treasurer and a non-voting
board member at the time and Dr.
Brown have also violated the B.H.E .
disclosure law when Mr . Reshen
confiscated all budget requests for the
Fiscal Year 1978-79 and took them to
his home overnight. Later Mr . Reshen
stated he had intended to review the
budgets in his office. but became ill
and took the requests home. Upon
complaints from Ramirez and Trinidad. President Brown obtained the
budgets and reportedly locked them
in his desk. as a protective measure.
and refused to release them . When
Pres . Brown finally released the
budget release of more than $500,000,
a Jetter was attached directing that a
thorough review be made and all
board members appear at the board
meeting only 24 hours away, to make
final approvals. The student
members boycotted the meeting to
gain time for review of the material.
The B.H.E . Disclosure Law states:
The president will be responsible to
each of the student governments of
the college of all financial information
with respect to student activity fees .

college association in accord with its
own by-laws ."
Similarly, his memorandum to .the
students read : The show cause order
claims that the proposed by -laws for
the B.C .C. Association. Inc .. creating
a committee composed of four (4)
students and four (4) faculty-administrators to review budget requests
before submission to the Board for

Robert Ramirez, framer Student Government Chairman; "Review of
budgets is our job. "

final approval. is in violation of the
Board of Higher Education By-laws
concerning the Student Government's
right to allocate Student Government
fees.
The Student Government's position
on this is in error because the Student
Government fee is only a part of the
overall student activity fee which
includes funds for athletics, the
Student Center, the B.C .C. Child Care
PRESIDENT BROWN'S DEFENSE
Center. Senior Affairs. Laboratory
A memo from Dr . Brown to B.C .C. and Breakage , Clubs and other
Association, Inc. and another to the campus activities .
student body. reveals his defense of
B.H.E . by-law 15.10A says that the
the Association's right to allocation of College Association must collect and
student activity fees and the authority aiJocate an overall Student Activity
to implement the Ad Hoc Finance Fee.
Committee, is in the interpretation of
According to B.H .E. by-law 15.9. the
B.H .E.'s by-laws Article 15.10A which Student Government activity fee is
states9 student activity fees. includ- only a part of the overall Student
ing student governnemt activity fees Government Fee : "Student Governcollected by a college of the university ment is that portion of the student
shall be deposited in a college central activity fee levied by resolution of the
depository and allocated by an Board of Higher Education which has
approved college assoc7ation. "It is been established for . the support of
clear that the budget review and allo- Student Government activities ."
The Student Government only has
cation process must be done by the

activities, and performing arts. What
are .yoa ·credited with? What degree
does that . lea.$~ ·to? How does pure
physics equal pure physics when
given _ in: ~ the . engineering science
de.partrrier'lt rather than math? All
Cuny has similar department
structures and approximately the
same number of departments which
relate and carry over. This proposal
is a movement backwards ."
The Mathematics Department is
the only one not revised, presumably
because mathematics serves all curricular to such an extent, there is
no point in reorganizing it. Since there
Apolinar Trinidad, Student Govern- is such strong probability that
ment Acting Chairman. "Students students will be effected as a result of
should have input."
the reorganization, it surprises the
student government that they have
compatible to the structure of another not been informed on this matter. nor
college. This proposed system had asked to sit in on the committee . In an
· previously been abandoned due to interview with President Brown, he
difficulties with both teachers and stated, "It doesn't involve the
students. It would also confuse students, only the teachers."
registering students because under
Though this courtesy has not been
the proposal, the intermingled offered, Student Government Acting
subjects would be listed together with Chairperson. Trinidad Apolinar feels,
no clear departmental office ."
"This reorganization would be
He went on to say, " Creating a beneficial if teachers were able to
series of multi-disciplined depart- work together to produce the quality
ments could result in subjects losing most classes lack . We have teachers
their sharpness. such as leisure.
Continued on Page 11
jurisdiction over the Student Government part of the fee: "Student government activity fees shall be allocated
by the duly elected student government." (B .H.E . By-law 15.10C) Prior
to the adoption of B.H.E . By-law
15.1 OA , creating college associations.
some CUNY Student Governments
used money illegally and for personal
purposes .
STUDENTS DISTRUST
ADMINISTRATION
Ramirez goes on to say, "the
administration members of the com mittee won't render objective decisions for students because they have
self-interest to protect. such as. the
Community and Public Relations
fund. production of I.D . cards. Deans'
fund. Student Center Operation and
Programs. Equipment and Breakage
Funds. which serve to replace or
repair chemistry, 'biology and typing
lab equipment. The bad thing about
this fund is that there is no clearly
itemized accountability.''
According to B..H .E . by-laws.
student activity fees are supposed to
be used to support programs for the
direct benefit of students enrolled at
the college . Mr. Ramirez believes the
funds have been misappropriated in
some cases . He questions, for
example. the legality of the appropriation during the fiscal year '77 -78
of $4,000 in student fees for a presidential inauguration which was proposed for January-February, but Dr.
Brown decided to couple it with June
Commencement which was budgeted
at $23,600 in student fees. making a
total of $27,600. The double ceremony
was $2,000 over budget totalin~
$29,000.
There was a transference of $1.500
from B.C.C., Inc . Association Presidential Fund to the President's
College Fund without the Association's approval, as is prescribed in the
by-laws . Finally, the Cafeteria Security Guard Expenses, previously
agreed to be a matching funds
proposition (one-half from the college
and the other half from Stud~nt
Center Operational fees) has been
added to the Student Center budget,
making student fees pay the total
salary .
There was also a $20,000 allocation
for a college recruitment promotion
program to encourage student enrollment; the programming and expenditures for cultural affairs. which are

President Roscoe Brown; "Students
want control of activity fees without
faculty input."
controlled by the president's special
assistant. According to monthly financial reports. there was no use made of
the $8,300 'Z7 -78 budget until April; by
the end of May, the funds were
depleted.
There have also been mismanagement charges and court action
against other college administrations
in recent years.
This prompted B.C .C. Association
Treasurer. Harry Sirota (last October. '77), to recommend in a memo to
Dr. Brown, that many of the same
allocations now under question
merited review of their legality in
light of State audit criticism of the
misuse of similar funds at La Guardia
College.
OUTCOME
Since the court action, both the
Finance Committee without student
input and the Student Government
have reviewed budget requests . Late
in September, the full B.C.C. Association, Inc. Board met and reviewed
and allocated budget requests from
4:30p .m . until 3:30a.m.
The college President stated that an
important reason for review committees would be to prevent such long,
tedious meetings as the one just described and give better perspective of
budget requests.
The court decision on who has the
legal right has stiiJ not been settled.
• BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE ASSOCIATION . Inc .. is a twenty-six member board
comprised of 13 faculty·administrators and 13
student members. The Board's purpose is to
review and make allocations of student activity fee s to chartered student organizations.
.. Copies of B.H.E . by-laws. B.C .C. Assoc .. Inc .
by-laws (those presently in use and those proposed ) may be obtained at the office of the
Student Government. in Gould Student Center.
Room201 .
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e ADVERTISEMENT SALES
e COPY EDITORS
e MATERIAL RESEARCH
e .PHOTOGRAPHYandDARKROOM
•

WRITING sports, reviews, news,
features, editorials,
special topics
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e
e
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ARTIST
POETS
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''Join the Team that meets the Challenge''
The Communicator Office is in Gould Student Center Room 306
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Rights vs. Rights
The court action over violation of Student Rights between Student
Government and President Brown. during the summer. for the most part
has been a squabble over which body should have Authority to Review
budget requests and make recommendations to B.C.C. Assoc . Inc . The
Student Government or the Financial Screening Review committee .
Student Government has also questioned the legality of various budget
allocations that are administratively controlled . Last school year they totaled over $200 ,000.
During the battle both sides have engaged in various defense maneuvers.
court postponements. statements to the press , injunction amendments ,
separate budget review sessions and letters defending each one' s position
were sent to students ' homes .
Regardless of which side is favored by the court decision both the
Student Government and the President and administration should realize
how much was left to be desired where students rights were concerned

Conditions to Be Considered
When the question of Student Rights arises. it is not enough to deal with
guidelines for control of money. Guidelines for control of educational
values, learning experiences and human needs must also be constructed .
For instance : in last year~s conflict between nursing students and the nursing department concerning grading practices and available classes , the
nursing student received little worthwhile support in money or human
energy from either body . Yet one states . Student Rights are violated and
other claims to protect st\.ldent rights.
Moreover. neither side has noticeably encouraged capable members of
the studentry-at-large to participate on crucial committees such as fiscal
pract{ces of the Financial Screening Committee . Thus giving more students
learning experience. producing more objective decisions on critical issues
and developing a broader foundation of student strength .
Neither saw fit to establish an alternate body to render service to programs not caught in the questionable categories mentioned in the court
fight .
.
However, both sides have struggled to consolidate power and control to
suit their individual ideals . Further . both sides have promoted involvement
in other student programs and expansion of budgets that is of primary
concernto themselves . The question now is which Student Rights have
been violated or pr<;>tected and who is violating or protecting them ?
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Hello!
I'm a Belgian boy, 18 years old . My
best wish is to have a friend, a pen pal
in New York City, It's really my
dream . That boy must be between 15
and 21 years old, and must live in New
York City.
I'm sorry, but I don't know how to
find a pen friend in New York, for
friendship and post cards exchahge .
Can you help me?
Please, excuse-me for my bad
english, but my language is french
normally .
I hope you will find me a pen friend
in New York, aged 15-16-17-18-19-20 or
21 . I like music , sports. travelling,
animals and many other things .
I hope to recieve an answere from
somebody. Can you show my letter
and give my address to your
students?
I love America . With many, many
thanks from so far!
Sincerely,
A Belgian friend Daniel
DANIEL CORNETTE
CLOS DE L'OASIS , 26
B-1140 BRUSSELS
BELGUIM
Dea r Editor,
The reason I am writing to you in
hope that you will be able to help me
out on a problem of mine . At the
present moment. I am incarcerated in
Oxford Federal Correctional Institution . The problem that I am having
is that I don't get any mail other than
from my family and the court . Wh a t I
would like to do is recieve a Jetter
from any lad y of any age or race . I'm
a 23 year old black male who is into
sports. the outdoors a nd hi gh tim es.
If you would be able to print my
letter in your paper so that your

THE FOLLOWING IS A CAPSULIZATION
OF THE EDITORIAL POLICY OF THE
COMMUNICATOR
The Commun icator believes it is the undeniable right of
' students on campus or in the community to exercise
freedom of expression which is protected by the first
amendment of the Constitution of the United States.
Accordingly , it is the responsibility of school officials to
insure maximum freedom of expression to all students and
educational support mechanisms to better the quality of
that expression .
Staff members of the Communicator may report and
editorialize about controversial and crucial events in the
school. community. nation, and world . However. the
student press must observe the same responsibilities
imposed upon the conventional news media. Thus the
Communicator will avoid expression which is:
1. obscene , according to current legal definitions . .
2. libelous . according to current legal definitions .
3. create material inference ·and a substantial physical
disruption of educational activities.
The Communicator will :
1. appraise the newspaper staff of the standards of ethics
set down by the American Soc iety of Newspaper
Editors.
2. that we will in our endeavor to report news. commentary
and opinion do so accurately, truthfully . responsibly ,
impartially and fairly .
3. that we will employ the highest standards of journalistic
practice.
We recognize that in determining the type of material
which violates or stimulates heated discussion or debate
among students or the community or criticizes school
officials, does not constitute the type of disruption
prohibited . Distribution is done from the lobby of the Gould

readers could see it , then somebody
might send me a letter . I really do
appreciate your helpin g me out of this
blue mood that I am in! Thanks!
Peace.
Frank C. Washington
No . 05180
'P .O. Box 1000
Oxford , Wisconsin 53952
What Is A Friend?
What is a Friend? I will tell you it is a
. person with whom you dare to be
yourself. Your soul can be naked with
him. He seems to ask of you to put on
nothing only to be what you are. He
does not want you to be better or
worse. When ,YOU are with him, you
feel as a prisoner feels who has been
declared innocent. You do not have to
be on your guard . You can say what
you think, so long as it is genuinely
you .
Ee understands those
contradictions in your nature that
lead others to misjudge you. With him
you breathe freely . You can avow
your little vanities and envies and
hates and vicious sparks , you meanesses and absurdities and, in opening
them up to him, they are lost dissolved on the white ocean of his
loyalty. He understands you do not
have to be careful. You can abuse him
neglect him tolerate him. Best of all,
· . you can keep still with him . I~ makes
· not matter. He likes you, he is like fire
that purges to the bone . He
understands.
He underitands you can weep with
him, sin ~ith him, laugh with him,
pray with him , through it all and
underneath - he sees, knows and
loves you. A friend? What is a friend?
Just one, I repeat, with whom you
dare to be yourself. ·
Tbat'sTbeGodHonestTruth!!
R .A.R .
Rosalie Abreu

Student Center to lobbies of all buildings strategic to
student passage and in a manner that will not interrupt the
academic process of the College .

EDITORIAL RULES
1. Content that contrad ict quality journalistic and ethical
standards and libelou s implication brought to the
attention of this publication will be immediately retracted
and that retraction will be made public in the next
edition.
2. Letters to the Editor will not be honored if they are not
signed : name address . phone II (if a student , staff,
faculty or administrator, I. D. II must be included) . Upon
the request of the writer, such information will be held
confidential. Letters of poor grammar or those that
require edtting will not be honored if consent to make
changes is not obtainable from the writer.
3. Contributed articles will be accepted but will not hold
priority over assigned material. There will be no
obligation by the newspaper to publish such
contributions. Such contributions should not exceed
350 words unless otherwise informed .
The advisor's roles is that of an advisor, not a censor . The
advisor' s job is to instruct staff members in responsible
journalistic procedures and ethics . The advisor will instill in
staff members a sense of pride and respect in the
profession of journalism . The advisor should provide
regular critiques of the newspaper and offer suggestions on
its improvement.
Decisions on content , coverage and practices are made
by the newspaper's editorial staff with suggestions
received from the advisor. Final decisions are made by the
editor. Any system requiring prior approval of student
expression by school officials is inconsistent with the
traditional guarantees of the First Amendment . Students
may not be required to submit their expression to school
authorities prior to distribution .
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ACTS OF

ADMINISTRATION
SURVIVAl

by CLAUD I~ WAITS &MARIA SERRANO

Legend has it that Pandora.'s ·
Box was opened and the world ·
has been troubled ever :s.i nce:
Legend also has it that the only
thing left inside that box was
''hope''.
Let 's hope that opening the
Student Center Suggestion Box
will help to cure those troubles.
When a young lady got the
bright idea to open the
suggestion box in the Student
Center: and she reached
inside, the bright idea dimmed.
There were chicken bones, old
stained napkins, candy
wrappers, one or two unprintables and oh yeah! , some
suggestions.
Maybe everything in the box
was a suggestion , but · we
decided to only use the ones we
could understand .
Anotheryoungladysearched
out the best possible answers,
so here they are :

0
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00'
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Student Fee Income

In an anxious effort by the Community, simply request
Council. of Presidents of the the college association to vote
City University system to find for the college to use these
resources to pay for college incomes. In this way, the
related projects, without using College can legally use the
monies from college tax-levied income that comes about by
budgets or Student Fees, both the us e of Student Fees .
of which are not allowed, the
That was the story at the
prestigious group settled for recent Bud get Allocation
income derived by the use of Meeting of the B.C.C .
Student Fees .
Association , Inc .
After the tedious haggling by
The process is implemented
in the following manner : students over the language of
Student Activity Fees are the resolution presented by the
allocat e d to support administration which is: only
operational costs for the the college can use the income
Student Center . Within the monies a nd presentation of the
Student Center is the cafeteria, students' ·su bstitute resolution
bookstore and vending to use the income for student
machines. The commissions program s.
paid by these concessions , are
The administration won
deemed as Non-Student Fee hands down . So the students
will have to suffer along on
the cafeteria and the Health sit down and enjoy a friendly income.
* The Beverage Machine :
The president of each college Student Fees only.
I think because of the walk Department. You might get chat before afternoon classes .
Answer: Good cause to fight or in the case of Bronx
from Tech l Math Building to results.
for. Y.ou will probably need a
the cafeteria, a hot beverage *Cafete·ria
petition and good student
machine should be placed in From : John Fontaine
Can more trash cans be put support : go ask the Student
Tech l.
Senate and Student GovernAnswer : Good idea ; talk to in the student cafeteria?
Also,
can
a
study
hall
be
t
the Dean of Administration,
men ·
After spending most of the reflect how many may have
last school year trying to registered without calling the
Dean Cancienne, in sou~h Hall. opened for night students? Up * Budget for Activity Groups
When ar~ . the ~tubs .on convince Student Government college first. Based on actual
to now I haven't heard of any
* Fines:
place that I can study in after 6 campus rece1vmg their momes to support a $20 000 Student figures of the recruitment re$10.00 fines should be given
O'clock .
for student activities? How Recruitment Pr~gram with port (which actually spent
to anyone who litters. CleanliAnswer: Complain to the ~uch does ea~h club get? Who funds from Student Fee $15 ,006.67), it took $937.92 to
ness is beauty and 1 would like management, it might help. IS responsible for the
d ' t 'b t' ?
reserves, t he p res1'dent f'ma 11 y conv 1·nce each student to
my college to be as beautiful as
Answer:
The
library
in
Tech
IS n u IOn.
'
succeeded
last May, '78 by a register.
possible. Our city . is filthy,
and
the
Learning
Center
~nswer:
If you haven t vote of the full board at the
Unfortunately, there are no
Two
(and supposedly the greatest in
Sage
Hall
are
open
until
received
it
yet,
see
the
Student
final
B.C.C
.
Inc.
m~eting of the reports of the many students
in
the world) the world is filthy ;
9:00p .m. during the week and Government in the Student spring.
who sweated tQ pay that $20,000
our camp us doesn't have to be
5:00
on
Friday.
The
Loew
Hall
Center,
or
I.O.C.
representsThe
program
ran
regular
in
Student fees. Maiw of these
filthy we have control over it. · tutoring service is active until .tjve in Gould Hall.
commercials
on
popular
radio
same
students were . bombedsigned: Dreamer of a Clean
about
9
p.m
.
also.
You.
may
be
*Bathroom
Ventilation
:
stations
during
the
summer
;
out'
of
school with financial
·
World
required
to
be
an
assigned
Health
Hazard
hopeful
of
convincing
new
difficulties,
or had so much
Answer: Very good idea ;
The ladies room on the first students to come to · Bronx trouble getting money for
although it might cost · more tutee .
floor has absolutely no Community College.
personal survival and books,
than $10.00 to collect the fines . *Dormitory
Open
the
dormitory
.
We
need
ventilation!
If
that
cannot
be
A
report
recently
furnished
they had to withdraw from
But is poses a good threat to
it!
This
gives
us,
the
working
corrected,
it
should
be
closed!
by
Dean
Reisen's
office,
Coorclasses
.
litterers .
student a chance to save time One should be built where dinator of Recruitment,
There were 1,100 students in
Towhomitmayconcern :
as well as money. Why is a therearewindows .
reveals that only 350 people academic trouble last
I would like to make you building on campus going to
Answer: Complain to the responded by telephone and 16 semester ; many because of
aware of the conditions waste, when we can put it to College President, the Health registered ·as a result of the thesesamefinancialproblems.
surrounding the college . It's a good use?
Department, and Environ- radio commercials.
How many were lost to save 16
shame to go walking and see
Answer: According to Pres . mental Control
The report wasn't able to 1 ?????
the filth that clutters the side- Brown, the dormitory ' may
walks and streets around become additional class B.C.C. It wouldn't hurt to take · rooms ; it's in the projected
a look and see what I am plans . You have to ask him
A MORNING THOUGHT
talking about.
about it!
Life's fresh awakening
The Surrounding area should * WBCC Radio
to a new day,
be cleaned ; trees and grass
With reference to the WBCC
whether
good or bad ,
should be planted! I don't know Radio Station : Is it at all
or short long
if you are aware of the outside possible to lower the volume?
COMMUNICATOR
must
be
faced.
it
opinion about B.C.C. It's not all The noise level is painful and
WISDOM OF AGES
inspiring . I hope you know can cause hearing difficulties .
Some men know the wisdom of all the ages,
An afternoon wish .
what I am trying to project to Thank you.
They grace their gait with pomp and head held high,
Answer: Maybe if you raise
you. Promote B.C.C. throughShine, sun, shine
. Their knowledge is the sum of all the sages,
out the metropolitan area.
· · enough hell with ·the Student
· unto the 'e nds of earth
Answer: I believe . the Government and . the admin- · WhHe knowledge and themselves are hardly nigh.
leading
me to rainbows .
President is now on that istration or go ask the radio
They
flaunt
false
words
to
emulate
the
graces
·
.
far
over
the horizon project . You have to· give· him ·station to cooperate ....
·Of
wiser
men
whose
measure
they
appall
,
·
.
far
off
into
the suns.e t.
time . His job is enormou$ :
Re : Cafeteria L~ckout
They hide their flaws and seek to mask their faces ,
From: G. Martinez
midnightdream.
Lest th~y reveal themselves to one and all.
I have a complaint to make . I
*Cafeteria
come
to
this
school
six
days
a
From: Dorothy King
While others wear the crown of ageless fools ,
Restful and quiet peace,
My suggestion is that the week ; pay full tuition and
They
wear
a
crown
of
jewels
from
many
schools,
sinking into nothingness cotlege enforce some way of student fees; I don't feel it's
and
jewels
are
but
their
least
employ,
Those
crowns
Fading,
fading deeper into
getting other fellow students to fair to myself nor to the
sleep,
and
destroy
To
dupe;
delude
;
dishonor
pick-up after themselves in the Saturday students not to be
Is But their fancy, never knowing still
into life's prolonged
student cafe and in the student allowed in the cafeteria to eat
That
men
are
wise
yet
knowing
...
they
know
nil.
death,
lounges . It is a disgrace how because it is being cleaned
into
a
new
daybecause
of·
Friday
night's
these two areas look day after
James Hughes
a new thought.
day. The cafe isn 't even fit for mess. We pay student fees . It's
bad enough that the machines
pigs to eat in.
Nilda Linares
Answer: Complain to the are usually out of order; the
management of the building, least you can do is permit us to
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Importance
~of Your
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~Associate

.D
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8 Degree
Tra :'lsfe r stud ents a re fa st
becomin g a major group at
Ci ty, State a nd Priv a te
coll eg e s and s ig nific a nt
cha nges are taking place to
attract th e qual i fi e d
Community College
graduates.
Here are a few examples
you will find when you transfer with your Associate
Degree :
• Financial Aid funds are
now reserved for Transfer
students at more and more
colleges .
• Dormitory space is being
set
aside
the
transfer
students.
• Scholarship monies are
available at many senior
colleges for qualified
community college
graduates .
• Graduates with the Associate Degree are given
priority in admission to
Senior CUNY colleges, and
many state and private
colleges.
• Acceptance of D · grades
varies from
college to
college. But at most colleges,
grades of D are transferable
if the student has earned the
Associate Degree.
• The Associate Degree. in
most cases. means you have
completed one-half ('h ) of
your baccaleaureate since
you are guaranteed a
minimum of 64 credits and
are admitted to a senior
college with junior class
standing .

New Paltz students get laboratory instruction.

New PaltzTransferable ·Credits
by CATHY FARLEY
There's some good news for BCC students in the Biology I Liberal Arts option . Prof. Costello. Chairman of the
Biology & Medical Laboratory Technology Department has
completed an articulation arrangement with the officials at
the State University of New Paltz who have agreed to
accept all credits taken by our students without restrictions . Our students would enter New Paltz as juniors at the
college with full and free access to all facilities . Prof.
Costello says ·t he facilities are excellent. Class sizes are
small and in many cases research projects can be carried
out under the supervision of Biology faculty.
New Paltz is 70 miles from New York ; by bus the trip
takes approximately 90 minutes . Dormitory facilities are
available and there is the same opportunity for work-study
financial aid that we have here. BCC students who qualify
for assistance here would also qualify for assistance at New
Paltz . It's a great opportunity for our students to experience
college in a different way in a country setting. The Shawangunk Mountain range· is just a few miles west of New
Paltz and serves as an excellent field laboratory for many
of the courses .
It's an option you should definitely consider. More
information and brochures are available at the Biology
office . Ask Prof. Costello or the Biology Department
Faculty and Advisors .

Earn While You Learn
by TOM McLAUGHLIN
Money makes the world go
round, so why not get on the
carousel? Earning while learning can make the difference .
The city, state and the federal
government can be your way of
life or a stepping stone to
better things . Consider the
advantages of a civil service
career. Most civil service jobs
have hours that are flexible
enough for you to continue your
education while holding down a
full time job with good pay,
good medical coverage , job
security and liberal pension
and vacation benefits.
You ask me, "How do you

know?" I tell you no lies . I have
been working for the N.Y. City
Transit Authority for the past
eight years and attending various schools and colleges in
addition to raising a family too.
I am not only working for a city
agency, but I am also in the
U.S. Coast Guard Reserves
and making bucks from Uncle
Sam.
Many of B.C.C. students are
pushing the grind stone trying
to keep body and soul together.
I would like to try and lift some
weight off you by directing
your attention to a career that
lets you expand your horizons .

I intend to list the various job
opportunities available with
the city, state and federal
agencies and try to match your
curriculum with the qualifications needed. for instance .. .
N.Y. State Position: Nurses
aid . . . nursing and health
related curriculum.
Civil service jobs are as near
as your local news stand . Two
weekly papers, the Chief and
the Civil Service Leader
publish a vast Jist of job
opportunities .
Where to Apply for Civil
Service Jobs
N.Y. City Jobs:
Dept. of Personnel
49 Thomas St.
N.Y .C., N.Y. 10013
Phone : 566-8700

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog .
(offer expires Dec. 31 , 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

N.Y. State Jobs:
World Trade Center
Tower #2, 55 floor
N.Y.C ., N.Y. 10048
Phone: 488-4248
Fed. Civil Service:
U.S. Civil Service Commission
Information Center
27 Federal Plaza
N.Y.C., N.Y.10007
Phone: 264-0422

The Library and Learning
Center welcomes all returning
and ne w students and invites
them to visit both facilities a s
ea rl y as poss ibl e in the
se mester. The pr int library,
located in Tech II , a nd the
Learning Center or non-p r int
library, located in Sage Hall ,
will be open from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m . Monday through Thursday , from 9 a .m. to 5 p.m . on
Friday, and from 10 a .m . to 3
p.m. on Saturday. Both libraries are staffed with librarians
anxious to assist students in
locating and using book and
audio visual materials .
The print library contains
reference and circulating
books, periodicals and pamphlets selected to support and
complement course offerings
as well as books and periodicals of popular interest. In
the Reserve Room on the lower
level are copies of required
texts and assigned readings.
These materials must be used
in the library.
During the summer, several
new titles were added to the Library Lounge paperback
collection , including title ~; of
particular interest to Hispanic
and Black students . The collection also includes a large
number of paperbacks which
concentrate on vocabulary,
reading and writing skills as
well as popular fiction and nonfiction in a variety of subject
areas .
The Learning Center. on the
main floor of Sage Hall, is the
non-print division of the BCC
Library.
Some of our services :
1. Students may borrow a cassette player for one week at
a time at no charge.

2. Inqui re about our free cassette duplicating ser vice.
3. Se nd us your BCC club
no t ic es, announcements ,
etc . for project ion on our TV
Message Center.
A quick look at some of our
ne w progra ms:

King Tutankhamum
American Chemical Society,
" Man and Molecules" audiocassette series
CBS RADIO LIBRARY of
" Vital History" audiocas- - ·
sette series
Videocassettes from CONSUMER REPORTS: Food ,
Follies, Steering Clear of
Lemons, Checking
Accounts, Kicking Tires Is ·
Not Enough
EDUCULTURE TUTORIALS:
Outlinging , Technical Writing, Research Paper, Writing About Literature, Writ·
ing Reports, Scientific
Notation, Rounding Off
RESUME PREPARATION.
KIT
HOW TO STOP SMOKING
NUTRITION : Food, Fad,
Frauds, Facts
REEXAMINING SEX ROLES
SPEED READING

In the Learning Center
students will find a large collec~ ..
tion of instructional programs
6 film strips, video cassettes,
film loops and audio cassettes 6
all available for individual use.
The materials cover all curri- "
cular areas of the college and
provide information at many
skill and content levels. In
addition, there are programs
of general interest and programs designed to improve
reading, writing and mathematical skills.

Basic Grants News
Did you turn in your S.E.R . (Student Eligibility Report)
to Financial Aid before September 21 ??????
If so, the Fall 1978 payment due to you will be issued at
Community Hall9 :30 a .m . · 7:45p.m. according to the first
letter of your last name on the following dates:
Date
Tuesday, October 31
Wednesday, November 1
Thursday, November 2

Last Name
PthruZ
GthruO
A thru F

If you do not pick up your check on the date specified
above for your name, you must wait until the week of
Monday, Nov. 6 (Please note that regular Bursar's office
hours will be in effect: Monday 9:30 a.m . to 7:45 p.m.,
Tuesday thru Thursday 9:30a . m ~ to 4:45p.m.) .
Student due to receive workstudy checks, college discovery stipends, S.E .O.G. and nursing scholarship checks
must follow the B.E .O.G . schedule.
Remember! You are required to have a validated I.D.
card, registration receipt and bursars receipt for Fall1978 in
order to pick up you check. Financial Aid personnel will be
located in Community Hall during the three day B.E.O.G.
check distribu~ion to take care of any problems you may
have regarding your check(s) .

CINEMA 5 STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNT
CARDS AVAILABLE IN GSC RM. 102 FROM
9:30 TO 4:00. ONE PER PERSON, I.D.
REQUIRED.
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Campus Directory Revised
The Bronx Community College campus has proven over the years
to elicit a response of surprise and dismay from student experiencing it for the first time.
The surprise is usually a pleasant one because the greenery and
spaciousness of the campus is not expected by most. But dismay is
felt when students are unable to find places on campus they 've
been directed to or are personally interested in seeing .
GOULD TECH 1(8)*
Second floor : Department of Physics. Am . 222 , Dr. Jack
Prince. Chairman .
Third floor: Department of Mathematics, Am . 315 . Dr. Irwin
Just. Chairman : Math Tutoring Lab. Am . 320.
Fourth floor: Department of Nursing . Am . 413 . Prof. Alice
Fuller. Chairman . (Nursing tutoring lab is located in Loew
Hall. Am . 413.)
GOULD MEMORIAL LIBRARY (12)*
Lower level : Auditorium : Duplicating & Mail Room . Am .
GC4A .
Main floor: NETWORKS Publication Offices, Rm . A1 .
Second floor: Commun ity & Media Relations Office. Rm .
102: Public Information Office. Rm . 104.
LANGUAGE HALL(11)*
Lower level : Restrooms .
Main floor: Office of the Dean of the College & Deputy of
the College . Rm . 11 . John C. Mitchem : Asst. to the Dean for
Academic Affairs. Rm . 15. Prof. Sylvia Miranda; Asst. to the
Dean for Faculty Personnel. Rm . 16. Dr. Max Horn .
Second floor: Office of the President of the College. Rm .
27. Dr. Roscoe C. Brown ; Executive Asst. to the President.
Carol M. Banks ; Special Asst . to the President. Richard A.
James: Executive Asst . for Date & Statistics. Rm . 21 , Peter
Hoberman; Dean of Academ ic Affairs. Rm . 22 . Dr. Carl
Polowczyk.
GOULD STUDENT CENTER (18)*
Main floor: Student Activities Offices. Am . 103. Prof. Jose
Prince. Coordinator; Cafeteria; Theatre Playhouse ; Restrooms : Telephones (Gould Annex : classrooms) .
Second floor: Student Government Offices. Rms . 201 . 202.
202B. 203B: Student Office, Rm . 205: Bookstore, Rm . 211 ;
Restrooms ; Telephones; Lounges .
Third floor: Operations OHice. Rm . 302 , .Peter Valez Administrator. Edward Freeberg - Manager; Communicator (student newspaper) Office, Rm . 306; Browsing Room.
Rm . 308; WBCC (student radio station) , Rm . 309 ; Gameroom.
Am . 311 ; T.V. Room , Rm . 312: Artist Workshop (pottery.
ceramics. etc .).
GOULD HALL (18)*
Lower level : Veterans Readiness Institute. Am . 106 aids veterans with no high school diploma or veterans in
need of college refresher courses.
Main floor: Adult Learning Center. Rm . 200 - proviaes
free tutoring services to the community to prepare for high
school equivalency diploma. Bruce Grund - Director;
Chuck Davis Dance Company , Rm . 210 , Bess Pruitt- Director; Mini-Semester/Municipal/Pest Control Program offers a variety of short term , low cost courses for adults,
Deborah Stiller- Director.
Third floor: Right-to-Read Program , Rm . 310 - goal is to
increase literacy among adults in the community, Ginger
Waters - Director; Career Education Program, Am . 318college preparatory courses & aid in establishing career
goals for high school students, Derek Wheeler- Director.
Fourth floor: Continuing Education (administrative
offices). Rm. 417- Continuing Education coordinates adult
education course and programs, and aids in the job placement of community members, Martin W. Frey - Administrative Coordinator; Small Business Skills for Minorities,
Rm . 403- Free bi-lingual workshops In retailing, merchandising, bookkeeping , tax law, etc. for minority business
persons, Fernando Oliver - Director; Public Service
Careers Program, Rm. 413- Management Interim Program
for Business Majors, John Leonard- Coordinator.

Although the campus maps help students locate buildings, they can be confusing or a dead end by not informing
students of.the many services and facilities available to them inside .'
This guide, compiled for poth new and returning students is a floor
by floor breakdown of the locations of the various services, departments, facilities, and offices that are found within the campus buildings.

Fifth floor: I.O.C. (Inter-Organizational Council)- student
ci!JbS representative organization ; Student Club Offices.
LOEW HALL (20)*
Lower level : Health Services. Rm . 103; Financial Aid
Offices, Rm . 106. Prof. D. Strauss. Coordinator of Financial
Aid ; Iris Hawkins. Rm . 115; Alice Gamson , Rm . 111 ; Rita
Berkowitz. Rm . 127; Isabel Lubchansky, Rm . 106 A&B; Eva
Brown . Coordinator of College Work-Study . Rm . 129; Restrooms .
Main floor: Associate Dean of Students. Rm. 201 , Dr.
Gloria Hobb$: Conference / SPD . Rms . 200 , 224 ; College Discovery . Rm . 225. Ms. J . Asch . Coordinator; General
Counseling Offices. Rms. 204 , 202. Prof. C. Saueracker,
Coordinator of Counseling . Rm . 211 : Foreign Students. Am .
219: Appeals Office. Rm . 206. Prof. R. Barnette. Appeals
Agent for the Committee on Academic Standing & R~source
Counselor for the Handicapped ; Restrooms: Telephones .
Third floor: Department of Student Development. Prof. M.
Steuerman. Chairman : Veterans Affairs . Rm . 322, D. Collins,
Coordinator; SLIC (Student Life Improvement Center). Am .
332. J . Feliciano. Director: Psychological Service, Am . 300.
Dr. D. Diamond . Psychologist ; Career Library , Rm . 300;
Transfer Office . Rm . 308. Prof. Mae Goldberg , Coordinator;
Career Planning Services, Rm . 307; Restrooms.
Fourth floor: Legal Services. Am . 408. Robert Johnson.
Director: Tutorial Services, Rm . 413 . Vernon Haley , Director; Cheerleader Coach (tentatively), Rm . 420, Johanna
Duncan ; Restrooms .
Fifth floor: Security Offices, Rm . 505; Restrooms .
ALUMNI GYM (23)*
Lower level : Swimming Pool.
Main floor: Synchronized Swimming , Jane Katz , Rm . 115;
Women 's Basketball. Toni Miller. Rm . 115; Men 's Tennis ,
Frank Wong . Rm . 115; lntramurals. Mitchell Wenzel . Rm .
115; Volleyball & Yoga , D. Genova , Rm . 119.
Second fiQor: Cross Country . Henry Skinner. Rm . 203;
Track & Field. Henry Skinner. Rm . 203.
Third floor: Yoga & Martial Arts Room . Rm . 300; Modern
Dance. Charlotte Honda-Smith , Rm . 300; Dance Studio. Rm .
311 ; Department of Health & Physical Education, Richard
Kor. Dept. Chairman , Rm . 300A ; Athletics Director & Baseball Coach. Gus Constantine. Rm . 300B ; Wrestling Coach. J.
Newton Hill, Am . 300; Coordinator of Women 's Athletics ,
Michele Stern-Jacobs. Rm . 300; Soccer Coach. M. Fava ,
Rm . 300 .
Fourth floor: Gymnasium: Weight Training & Body Conditioning Area (4th fl. mezzanine) ; Women 's Tennis , M. SternJacobs . Rm . 402; Softball , S. Sortino, Rm. 402 .
BLISS HALL(27)*
.
Main floor: Friends of Bronx Community College Art Gallery. Prof. Peter Schira, Director: Telephone .
Second floor: Restrooms .
Third floor: Art Department Chairman, Dr. Marvin Salzberg, Am . 303 ; Restrooms .
COMMUNITY HALL (5)*
Main floor: Offices of the Bursar- Registration : student
fees, Check disbursement for all financial aid (i.e ., SEOG ,
BEOG, NDSL, CD, etc .); Restrooms ; Telephones .
TECH TWO (28)*
Lower levels: Library, Prof. Jean Kolliner; Audi Visual
Departments, Prof. Donald Canty .
First floor: Business & Commerce Dept. , Prof. Hirschfield , Chairman .
Second floor: Department of Special Education Services,

Rm . 224. Dr. J .L. Rempson . Chairman ; RDL Reading Lab ,
Rm . 201.
Third floor: Dept. of Social Sciences. Rm . 323, Dr. Arthur
Galub. Chairman ; Typing Lab (for typing students only) , Rm .
328.
Fourth floor: Black & Puerto Rican· Studies Option. Rm.
418. Prof. Luis Pinto: History Dept. Rm . 422. Prof. S. Ehrenpreis . Chairman .
Fifth floor: Modern Languages Dept .. Rms . 506 , 507. Prof.
J . D'Andrea . Chairman ; Secretarial Studies Department.
Am . 520. Prof. Kazuye Takei , Chairman .
Sixth floor: Communications Arts & Sciences Department. Rm. 624 . Dr. R. King , Chairman .
Seventh floor: English Dept .. Rm . 721 . Dr. L. Gottesman.
Chairman ; Creative Writing Workshop .
GUGGENHEIM (28)*
Second floor: Department of Music; Music Library . Rm .
212- albums . music literature. etc .; Music Tutoring Office.
Rm . 213.
Third floor: Music Practice Room. Rm . 336; Piano Lab .
Rm. 344 .
ALTSHUL HOUSE (56)* (Sedgvrick Ave .)
Day Care Center.
HAVEMEYER LABORATORY (32)*
.
Main floor: Biology Department, Francis Costello. Chairman.
HAVEMEYER ANNEX (33)*
Classrooms & professors ' offices .
Second floor: labs.
PHILOSOPHY HALL (14)*
Main floor: Admissions Office. Am . 14. Harvey Erdsneker.
Registrar.
Second floor: Records Division , Rm . 26 . Transcripts .
address changes . record corrections . etc .; Asst. Reg istrar,
Rm . 22. Sue Turk ; Asst . Registrar. Rm . 23, Robert Lewis .
Third floor: Registration Offices. Rm . 35 , Asst. Reg istrar.
Prof. May. Asst. R~gistrar . Ms. Regina Tobin .
SAGE HALL (30)*
Main floor: Learning Center - cassette tapes & recorders, films . & slides for study of college courses. i.e. , acct. .
history, languages, sciences . etc .
Second floor: Health Education Offices & classes ; Community School Board ItS.
SOUTH HALL (31)*
Main floor: Personnel Office, Rm . 106. Shelley Levy ,
Director.
Second floor: Donald P. Cancienne. Dean. Rm . 211 ;
Rudolph Richman , Assoc . Dean: Mr. Connington , Director
of Campus Activities .
Third floor: Campus Facilities Office: Val Rolon . Campus
Architect, Am . 305; Allan Shaw. Campus Planning Engineer.
Am. 305.
STEVENSON HOUSE (7)*
Main floor: Lecture Rooms.
Second floor: Administrative Office of Continuing Educatin & Community Services (personnel offices) ; Seymour
Aeisin , Associate Dean : Tanya Cobbs, Program Coordinator; Margaret Riley, Program Development; Delores
Mitchell, Personnel Administrator; Charles Falgin, Fiscal
Administrator.

Continued on Page 9
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by YVONNE FARRINGTON
When you have been a victim of
complete standstill in your life ; when
you have crossed road-blocks along
the way ; obstacles that even people
close to you doubted you could conquer; when you begin to slowly and
methodically crush those same
obstacles geared to your destruction
and turn your life into a success story
of academic growth. human concern,
parental love and guidance and
develop positive goals for yoyr life. it
makes you feel incredibly good.
It also makes you a near carboncopy of the life of Ms . Janet Frazier,
now the President of the Bronx Community College Chapter of Phi Theta
Kappa; the national honor society of
community colleges .
Janet. who is ~lways exhibiting the
essential characteristics of her astrological sign, Cancer. takes great
pleasure in helping others establish
positive values in their lives just as
she has done with hers . She is also a
serious advocate of an organized lifestyle and good education . She finds
being president of Phi Theta Kappa
helps to keep her need for activity
satisfied and positive.
Janet. a 'native New Yorker,' who
was born in an ambulance on the 59th
Street Bridge, currently resides in the
Bronx with her two teen-aged children.
After the maturation of her children. Ms. Frazier found herself no
longer confined to the house. Provoked by a sense of feeling trapped.
unable to obtain a sound position, but
with the willingness to learn, she then

Janet Fraizer well organized and full
of love lor life.

enrolled in Bronx Community College
in 1976.
Ms. Frazier's lifestyle has in her
words, " been arranged into a complete, functioning whole."
Besides carrying 16 credits a semester, with courses such as Biology
and Philosophy, she maintains an
index of 3.55 and still finds time to
share with her family and friends .

When asked how she felt about the
importance ·of education. her immediate response was. "Education is the
key to living and the key to success.
Without it, you're nowhere ." · The
strength in her voice gives the
impression that she believes every
word of her powerful statement.
In addition to her post in the honor
society, Ms. Frazier has actively
participated in other campus-related
projects including the " House Program," which aided students in find ing apartments, the "Public Assistance Career Program." that helped
inany students receive food-stamps
and other benefits as they struggled
for an education, and the "Helping
Hand Program ," a project that
primarily assists students with tutoring and peer counseling.
When asked. " What is the purpose
of Phi Theta Kappa?" Ms . Frazier's
response was "We are composed of
students who are serious and have the
will power to overcome certain
obstacles that might. in some way,
hold us back." She continued by
saying, "Our major purpose is to help
our fellow students. We offer such services as peer counseling for students
who find it hard to do well because of
problems at home, at school and econo~ically. We also offer tu~orial servicesforstudentsonprobatiOnoranyone who .reels they need extra help.
Our proJect goals for the future
include plans for cultural activities
that will be open to all. I feel that an
enjoyable social life plays a strong
role in your academic achievements."

Miss Black Universe
Comes to City Colleges
by SHEilRIE MYERS
The Miss Black Universe Beauty
Pageant. the world's first international pageant for Blacks and Third
World countries. will take place in
November, 1979 as young wonren
from all over the world convene in
New York City to vie for what will
undoubtedly be one of the most prestigious beauty titles in the world.
It is unique because of extensive
involvement by African nations. as
· well as Caribbean, European and
South American countries. The
pageant will direct its attention to the
ethnic and cultural heritage of the
sponsoring nations, as well as the
beauty and talent of the contestants.
who will range in age from 17 to 26.
The American contender, Miss
Black Universe-U. S.A .• will be chosen
through local, state and ultimately a
national pageant which is scheduled
for August, 1979.
According to Vernon Johnson. the
pageant's producer, "contact is now
being made with individuals and
organizations for participation in the
United States segment of the
operation."
"The potential of the Miss Black
Universe pageant to bring about a
greater cultural awareness and
understanding of all Third World
peoples' is enormous." states
Johnson. "We anticipate the
beginning of an experience which will

have positive ramifications far
beyond the staging of the first class
beauty pageant we will produce ."
According to Johnson. international
operations are extensively underway.
In an interview with one of the local
representatives the importance of
such a pageant was stressed even
further . "For years there have been
beauty pageants. However, beauty
pageants were not designed and
organized for Third World beauties in
our society. Although blacks and third
world beauties were not out cast,
they were not greatly exposed. In
more recent years we have had
beauty pageants designed and
organized for blacks and third world
beauties . A major point of the Miss
Black Universe pageant is to bring
about a greater cultural awareness
and understanding of all third world
countries .
We recently held the Miss Black
Universe pageant. The contestants
are mostly from African and Third
World countries. This pageant is so
unique because of the extensive
involvement by African, European
and South American countries." The
pageant will direct most of it's
attention to the ethnic and cultural
heritage of the sponsoring nations, as
well as the beauty and talent of the
contestants."
The young women will range from
17-26 years of age. Applicants must be

Ms . Frazier warmly revealed that
her career goal is to earn a Ph .D in
the area of Psychology or Philosophy.
She enjoys writing and plans to one
day publish her pieces which concern
events in her " very exciting life."
As for advice to women, she
offered, "Overcome something no one
ever thought you could and remember
to keep loving. Every woman has the
right to fulfill her needs. Decide just
what it is you want to do for yourself
- then go ahead and do it' •'
Ms . Frazier is one example why
women have the right to be proud.
She has intelligence, a beautiful
disposition and a positive outlook on
life. A most inspiring woman!

High School DaY:
AtBBC
Recruitment Coordinator. Dr. J.
Juechter is organizing a series of
creative programs for entering
students next February and
September, '79.
Dr. Juechter urges all students.
faculty, staff, and administrators to
participate in greeting and making
prospective new students welcome
and aware of . the historical
, background of our magnificent
campus.
Each department is expected to
offer assistance of an· academic
nature based on each one's capabilities. Music and Art will present
music during the day over the college
public address system.
The program will be centrally
located in Gould Student Center
where refreshments will be served
but the activities will move around ·
the entire campus.

Father Meehan
Reappointed by

a graduate or a student attending an
accredited educational institution.
They must also be single and a
resident of the state in which they
His Eminence Cardinal Terence
apply. Applicants under 18 years old
Cooke has appointed Reverend Peter
must have parents' permission.
Meehan Coordinator of the University
Mr. Johnson said, "We anticipate
Apostolate for the Archdiocese of New
the beginning of an experience which
York . He will be working in this posiwill have posiiive ramifications far
tion while continuing to serve as
beyond the · staging of a first class
campus minister to Bronx
beauty pageant.
Community College.
Information can be obtained by
His duties will include arranging
calling: (212) 586-6012.
meetings, supervising, budgets, etc.,
for the 27 regular and 18 affiliated
Catholic campus ministers currently
working in the Archdiocese of New
York . While these duties will not
permit him to be present full-time at
The Bronx V.A. Hospital at 130 W. Bronx Community as he was in the
Kingsbridge Road is there to serve past, he will continue to serve the
your needs. It is a full service hospital students at Bronx Community
with full medical. neurological and College .
psychiatric facilities as well as
Alcohol/Drug programs. The latter
includes methadone detoxification
Pre-nursing students expecting to
process. Methadone maintenance to
abstenance and counseling in both of enter Nursing 31 in 1979 should call
the nursing office for an appointment
the substance abuse areas.
· On campus contact John Feliciano with an adviser before early registra(Student Life Improvement Center) tion.
Early registration is scheduled for
room 332 ext 11693 or
Bronx V.A. Substance Abuse the week of December 11. 1978.
Please call the department .of
Program
nursing office during the hours of 2-4
584-9000 ext. 283/593
Mr. Jim Norton or Mr. Reggie p.m .• Monday through Friday, at 3677300. EXT. 425.
Anthony

Cardinal Cooke

Attention!!!
Veterans

Pre-Nursing Students
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Q: What gave you an interest in writing?
A: Well. I had always wanted to be a writer. When I was in
the 8th grade I tried to write a novel 40 pages long but
never finished it. My mother worked with and belonged
to Dunbar Literary Club reviewing books. mostly by '
Black authors. Many books were always in the house and
I liked to read them. I was supposed to be sleeping at
night and I'd have the cover over my head reading. In
the 9th grade I was in love with my English teacher. We
were given an assignment to write a 3-4 page descriptive
writing piece. The teacher read mine to the class first
and told them she read it first to show them what not to
do, which was copy out of a book. The teacher thought I
copied from a book. That was the end of .my first love
affair. I went to law school and did writing for the Law
School Journal. I went into the army and overseas I
began to writer again about a lot of my experiences in
the war. I also did a lot of writing in the letters to my
wife. I looked back over them (my writings) and then
wrote my first novel "Youngblood". I was one of the,
founders of the Harlem Writers Guild and at their first
meeting I read the first chapter of "Youngblood"
Q: How long have you written professionally?
A: Since 1954.
Q: How did you manage to make the break into professional
writklg?
A: I was in a workshop reading chapters of "Youngblood".
With a bit of luck the teacher met a man from a publishing company who wanted to know where a good
writer was to be found with a good manuscript. The
teacher told the publisher I had a good manuscript. The
publisher asked how he could help me complete the
novel. So he gave me an advance against the royalties. I
always felt the worse possible position for someone to be
in was to be dependent on what other·s had to do, that is to
need them more than they need you. I didn't want them
to feel I was desperate. even thougt. I was very excited, I
was nonchalant about it and carried the contract around
for a month before I signed it.
Q: What would you suggest to a stud-e nt who wants to write.
as you do, on the professional level?
A: Number 1, get into a workshop and start writing to get
other people to see your art and do the same for others
and get some constructive criticism. I wouldn't be
without a workshop. Number 2. start reading for the joy
of it as well as to start studying others styles. So that
eventually you will achieve your own style that will be
uniquely yours.
Q: Was a college education really necessary and is it
necessary to write on your level?
A: It's not necessary, but it's a kind of discipline that
doesn't hurt and may help. I used my knowledge of law
in everything I ever wrote as well as what I now write.
Nothing is wasted because of my college education.
Q: Who.was one of your main sources of inspiration?
A: I can answer that instantaneously. Langston Hughes for
his encouragement. He really extended a hand. Other
writers were hard to get close to but Langston Hughes
said, "Come on in, we need all of you". Margarite
Walker for her poetic essence. She wrote "For My
P~ople". I was influenced by the flow of that poem. And
Richard Wright for the tremendous power and boldness
of his writing. Those were the three most powerful
influences on me in writing.
Q: Give me a few titles your latest literary works.
A: "Youngblood", "And Then We Heard the Thunder",
"Odds Against Tomorrow" which starred Harry
Belafonte. Robert Ryan. Shelley Winters and Kim
Hamilton, "A Man Ain't Nothin But a Man". "Sippi,
Slaves" the screenplay first and later the novel. and
"Cotillion".
Q: Which do you like best?
A: I don't play favorites with any of my books. I love them
all.
·
.
Q: Does your writing contribute at all the way you thought
it would to.your readers?
A: Well, yes they've contributed. It's another way of
understanding ourselves.
Q: What is creative writing?
A: Creative writing is expression through the art of writing
or an interpretation of life through the senses such as
feeling, hearing, seeing, smelling, .and most of all living.
As a writer everytime I sit down to the typewriter I'm
out to change the world. To break the world down bit by
bit to forge it into something altogether different. The
writer is the hunter. This civilization is the man made
jun_gle. To stalk through in the jungle is the writers
mission, to bring light into darkness.
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Special Services Project Undenvay ~
The SPec i a I Services
Program has begun the
recrutitment of tutors for the
fall semester. The Tutorial
Program has grown and
expanded each year and is
looking forward to another
profitable and fulfilling
semester.
Tutoring positions are
available in all subject areas.
Those who are qualified and
interested should contact
Terry Quiros at Loew Hall,
Room 415 or call ext. 645.
A
number
of
skills
work shop s have been
scheduled to service students
receiving tutoring in specified
study problem areas. A listing
of these workshops can be
obtained in Loew Hall. Room
413. The areas being covered
are: textbook studying, outlining, skimming and scan.ning, test-taking, and vocabul~ry development. In addition, tutors working in the program will have the opportunity
of receiving in-service training
in their areas of specialty.
A resource materials center
and a textbook lending library
will soon be set up to aid the
tutorial staff.
Although tutoring officially
began on September 20,
students may apply for
tutoring immediately and, if
qualified, will receive their
assignments ..
Once again the career
services component of the
Special Services Project is
inviting and encouraging its
students to attend a series of
workshops being held on
various topics of career
education.
1. October 19, 1978 12:30-2:00
room 224 resume preparation
2. November 16, 1978 12:30-

2:00 room 224 interview &
Job hunting
3. December 14, 1978 12:002:00 room 224 Health
Careers
Counseling assistance will
also be available for the
development of interview techniques, job hunting skills, resume preparation, continuing
education and career selection.
A large supply of various
types of free career information (pamphlets, manuals,
etc.) is available in Room 420
of Loew Hall. Please feel free
to make use of any of these
materials.
Deciding upon the career
that is right for you . and
,

developing the skills needed to :::
acquire a job in your field of ~
interest entails careful ~
planning.
CXI
Take advantage of this
opportunity to get all the help
you may need in this area by
dropping by the Career
Services Office in Loew Hall,
Room 420. Johanna Duncan,
the Career Services
Coordinator will be more than
glad to help you find out more
about applying the knowlege
and skills gained while in
college, to a statisfying career.
The Special Services Project
is here to offer you support and
we hope to see continued
success.
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Continued from Page 7
NICHOLS HALL (24)*
.Lower level: Chemistry Labs; Restrooms.
Main floor: Chemistry Department. Am . 106, J. G. Riley,
Chairman- chemistry tutoring is temporarily located in the
Learning Center located in Sage Hall; Telephones.
CARPENTER HALL
Bi-Lingual Housing Program; Building Trades Program training in plumbing, carpentry. & electricity; also job placement in South Bronx construction areas for rehabilitation;
Rafael Diaz & Antonio Martinez. Directors.
KINGSBRIDGE VA HOSPITAL
(off campus: at Kingsbridge Rd. & Sedgewick Ave.)
Am. 117. Allied Health' Program- to upgrade knowledge
& abilities of people already in the health field; Barbara Kostroff. Director.
SENIOR CITIZEN CENTER
(184 St. Campus. 120 E. 184th St.
Am . 5-8. Older Adult Luncheon Club - nutrition program
for the elderly (60 yrs. & older). group activities. trips.
information referral. college level courses. etc.. lgil
Jellinek. Director; Meals on Wheels Program - meal delivery for homebound elderly.
Am. 216. Project S.O.S. - services homebound elderly,
provides shopping, escort. counseling. visiting. legal. &
geriatric mental health services. Frank Neubauer. Director;
Project Spear; Boro-wide Program - coordinates cultural
events & programs for Senior Citizens. Amy Millard .
Director.

Compiled tJy Lourdes Sanchez
• Number alongside building name is the _Map code for building location
on Campus Maps.

THE COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND I CUNY

THURSDAY

I OCTOBER 19 I 3 :00 P.M . ...:_8:00 P.M .

ST. GEORGE CAMPUS CAFETERIA I 3RD FLOOR
SUNNYSIDE CAMPUS CAFETERIA I BLDG . C
FACULTY AND STUDENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE IN THE
CAFETERIA ON BOTH CAMPUSES TO DISCUSS COLLEGE
PROGRAMS. CAREER PREPARATION. ADMISS10NS.
FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CONTACT
DR . ANN MERLINO , DEAN OF ADMISSIONS
ST. GEORGE CAMPUS. ROOM 520
130 STUYVESANT PLACE, STATEN ISLAND. N.EW YORK 10301
TELEPHONE 390·7807 OR 390·7832

